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Abstract: Emergencies, which are very difficult to be forecasted, would always bring about huge harm to people. Therefore,

to find ways to reduce such devastating effects, researches on emergency management have turned to be paramount. Nowadays,

the rapid development of computer technology has supplied a new and effective idea for the researches of emergency management,

namely that the researches can be done in computers by performing simulation experiments according to the artificial societies,

computational experiments, parallel execution (ACP) approach. Guided by this approach, this paper has proposed one agent-based

prototype simulation system to research emergency management. Firstly, structure of the simulation system oriented to emergency

management was analyzed and designed. Then a simulation system oriented to public health emergency management was constructed

to study the transmission of infectious diseases. Finally, several experiments were carried out based on the system, with several

significant conclusions having also been obtained.
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1 Introduction

An emergency refers to a sudden but serious event which

may bring immeasurable harm to the society and thus re-

quires immediate actions, e.g., a disaster, an accident, a

public health event or a society security event[1]. Emer-

gencies always take place beyond people′s expectation and

can usually exert a devastating effect on human beings. Es-

pecially, a large-scale emergency would often lead to a se-

ries of other ruinous disasters. Therefore, researches on

emergencies have become progressively indispensable and

turned to be hot issues in recent years. Kou et al.[2] pro-

posed an efficient disaster assessment expert system, which

has integrated fuzzy logic, survey questionnaire method,

Delphi method and also the multi-criteria decision making

(MCDM) method. In order to study a unidirectional dense

crowd, Zhang et al.[3] has given a time series analysis and a

spatial analysis. Ge et al.[4] and Duan et al.[5, 6] researched

public health emergencies using the method of simulation.

All these researchers are trying to prevent or control emer-

gencies through their works. Whereas we have also clearly

realized that emergencies cannot be cleared up and what

we have already known is so inappreciable that it is hard to

prevent or control them. What we can do now is to focus on

the development and evolvement of emergencies once they
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have occurred and take probable scientific actions to survive

ourselves from the harm that emergencies brought.

Traditionally, researches on the development and evolve-

ment of emergencies are launched mainly based on the anal-

ysis of historical data and questionnaires. In fact, for some

frequently happened emergencies, we are able to give an

estimate of their development in future. Thus, manage-

ment measures can be scientifically adopted to control them

and reduce the harm to human beings. However, for most

emergencies, when requiring exact analysis and estimation

of their development, traditional methods cannot meet our

demands very well. Although, researchers hope to get ac-

cess to more information about emergencies to find their

development patterns, it is still so hard to collect such infor-

mation in most cases, and furthermore, as a quite common

and effective way to obtain useful information in physics

or chemistry researches, experiments cannot always be con-

ducted on emergencies in reality either. Luckily, nowadays,

with the development of computer technology, data about

emergencies can be collected by performing simulation ex-

periments. Just as what Wang[7] has said, social comput-

ing has become a new research field, and the agent-based

simulation method for emergency management has been ac-

cepted by many researchers[4−6]. In the simulations, they

can observe the evolution of emergencies and find out the

optimum management strategy.

This paper studied the simulation oriented to emergency

management and the construction of the simulation system

according to the artificial societies, computational exper-

iments, parallel execution(ACP) approach[8]. One agent-

based prototype simulation system to research emergency

management, which has considered agent models, emer-
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gency models, management models and interaction models,

was designed. On one hand, this design presented the main

framework of the simulation system and allowed the mod-

els in each part to be improved. On the other hand, based

on this simulation system, experiments on emergency man-

agement can be developed, so the researches on emergencies

can depend on not only the historical data, but also the sim-

ulation data, and thus, effects of emergency management

strategies be evaluated more reasonably beforehand. The

remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

some basic theories are introduced. The structure and

construction design of the emergency-management-oriented

simulation system is given in Section 3. Based on the idea

proposed in Section 3, a simulation system oriented to pub-

lic health emergency management is constructed in Sec-

tion 4 to study the transmission of infectious diseases. In

Section 5, some experiments of infectious diseases′ trans-

mission are developed using the simulation system. Section

6 gives the conclusions and outlooks.

2 Basic theory

2.1 Agent-based simulation

Agent-based simulation, which relies on the interac-

tion among large number of agents and derives macro-

phenomena from the interacting process, is an effective

method to study complex systems[9]. Agent is actually the

abstract model extracted from the real system. With the at-

tributes related to the issue we focus on, an agent gains the

ability to make its own decisions and take some interactive

actions. More phenomena may appear when large number

of agents interact with each other, and as a result, a com-

plex system can be studied much more deeply and roundly

as well. Therefore, when developing agent-based simula-

tions, individual agent usually needs to be defined at first,

together with attributes and activities being extracted from

the real system. Then the rules that drive agents to interact

with each other need to be designed and thus the system

can be executed by the interactions among agents[10]. The

agent-based social simulation system which is composed of

multiple agents is very flexible and adaptable. It has the

inherent ability to describe the human social systems and

can characterize the crowd social intelligence excellently.

2.2 ACP approach

The ACP approach, in which artificial societies are for

modeling, computational experiments are for analysis and

parallel execution is for control[7], was proposed by Wang[8]

in 2004 to provide a way to deal with complex system is-

sues. As emergencies can usually be regarded as complex

systems, the ACP approach is very suitable for emergency

management researches[6]. The main idea of this approach

(see Fig. 1) is modeling on the real world and constructing

an artificial society in computers. Then emergency models

and management measure models, by which the system is

driven, can be loaded in this artificial society and the pa-

rameters of the these models such as the control measures′

styles, intensity or frequency, could be updated by compar-

ing simulation results and users′ expected results. Besides,

an optimization management measure can be found and

emergencies can be controlled more reasonably.

Fig. 1 ACP approach
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The artificial society method, the core of the ACP ap-

proach, was proposed by the Rand Company to research

the effect on the society from the information technology.

This method aims to provide a virtual laboratory for re-

searchers to study social questions by means of performing

experiments. The main idea of the artificial society method

is to simulate individuals in society. Then experiments can

be undertaken in computers using these artificial individ-

ual models and some interesting phenomena might emerge

from their interaction. Therefore, the artificial society is

actually an agent-based simulation system, which we could

use to research behaviors or phenomena of the real system.

2.3 Complex network theory

In recent years, complex network theories have been

widely used in the computer science field, social science field

and information technology field etc. Particularly, since the

small-world[11] property and the scale-free[12] character of

networks are found, the complex network models have be-

come very useful to research complex systems. In social

science, the complex network models can be used to de-

scribe the relationships among human beings and many

phenomena can be learned through these models. The

common complex network models include regular networks,

random networks, small-world networks and scale-free net-

works. These network models and several correlative con-

ceptions will be introduced as follows.

The basic composition of complex networks can be de-

scribed by the graph theory as G = (V, E), where V repre-

sents the set of the nodes in the networks and the elements

of E stand for the edges of the networks. Degree distribu-

tion P (k), clustering coefficient C and average path length

L are the three common qualities of complex networks.

The degree of a node equals to the number of edges con-

nected with the node. The degree of a network is equivalent

to the average of all the degrees of the nodes in this network.

The degree distribution P (k) of a network, which stands for

the probability with which we choose a node whose degree

is k, is the ratio of the number of nodes of degree k to the

total number of nodes.

The nodes directly connected with a node are usually

called neighbor nodes of this node. There exist many edges

among the neighbor nodes, which can be called actual edges

here. The edges by which the neighbor nodes globally con-

nect with each other can be called possible edges. The

clustering coefficient of a node is the ratio of the number

of actual edges to the number of possible edges. The clus-

tering coefficient of a network is equivalent to the average

of all the nodes′ clustering coefficients, which reflects the

collective level of relationships in this network.

A path from a node v1 to another node vn in a network

could be expressed as an alternate sequence of nodes and

edges, v1, e1, v2, e2, · · · , vn, for example, in which each edge

ei connects with the node vi and the node vi+1, where no

edge and node would be repeated. For the networks men-

tioned in this paper, the length of a path equals to the total

number of edges it contains. The average path length of a

network, which depicts the closeness level of relationships in

this network, is equivalent to the average of all the shortest

paths.

Regular networks are one kind of simple network models,

in which nodes connect with each other according to some

rules. There are three common regular network models:

globally coupled network, nearest-neighbor coupled network

and star coupled network (see Fig. 2). Any of the models

can represent one kind of relationships among human be-

ings. Globally coupled network in which all the nodes con-

nect to each other is the simplest one of the three and can be

used to describe family relationship, classmate relationship

and so on. Nearest-neighbor coupled network model, which

can be used to describe the phenomenon that human beings

prefer communicating with adjacent ones, is able to repre-

sent the social relationships among people roughly. Star

coupled network can be used to describe the relationship

between a center person and the others, e.g., the teacher-

students relationship and singer-fans relationship.

Fig. 2 Regular network models

The ER random network model was proposed by two

Hungarian mathematicians, Paul Erdös and Rényi[13], in

which every two nodes connect with each other with a prob-

ability. This network model is much closer to the reality

than regular networks, which we could use to describe more

human beings′ relationships and also some simple issues can

be learned by. However, man has his own mind and will not

communicate with others randomly. Furthermore, people′s
desires to communicate with others are different. There-

fore, social relationships among human beings described by

random network model are still not exact enough.

Small-world character, a common property in many real

complex network systems, reflects that relationships among

the objects in these systems are clustered and more com-

pact. A small-world network should have both large cluster-

ing coefficient and small average path length. However, the

regular network model and the random network model do

not own these two characters simultaneously; even though

regular networks usually have large clustering coefficients

and ER random network usually have small average path

length. Therefore, Watts and Strogtz[14] built a network

called WS small-world network which owns both of the two

characters in 1998. Considering that the modeling arith-

metic of WS small-world network may break the connectiv-

ity, Newman and Watts[15] built another small-world net-

work model called NW small-world network later.

Scale-free character is another important discovery of

properties after the small-world property[11] of networks.

Barabási and Albert[12] found that the relations among the
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links in the internet can form a network, of which the de-

gree of distribution does not follow Poisson distribution

but shows a heavy-tail phenomenon. Lots of scientists in

other fields also discovered the-rich-get-richer phenomenon

in many other relationships. The network formed by these

relationships is called the scale-free network. According

to Barabási′s researches, this phenomenon that few nodes

have many attachments while many nodes′ attachments are

quite few is caused by the growing number of nodes and

the node′s preferential choice of which node to attach to.

Based on these two causes, a scale-free network model was

proposed by Barabási and Albert and was called BA net-

work.

3 Design of the emergency-manage-

ment-oriented agent-based simula-

tion system

The simulation system in this paper is designed for emer-

gency management researches. It is mainly composed of in-

dividual agent models, interaction models for agents, emer-

gency models and management measure models. The indi-

vidual agent models are mainly used to describe human

beings′ attributes and the interaction models define the

activities′ rules for agents. The emergency models and man-

agement measure models are respectively the abstraction of

emergencies and management measures.

In the emergency-management-oriented simulation sys-

tem, an agent is the abstract representation of an individual

to describe its states and behaviors in computers. Though

each individual itself is a huge complex system with so many

attributes, what we focus on are only the properties related

to emergency management researches. Therefore, agent′s
attributes in this paper only include agent′s identifier (ID),

physical states, psychological states, social relationships list

and other properties. Agent′s ID is the unique identifier for

the agent. Physical states and psychological states are the

two factors on which the emergency management researches

focus, and also the input information to drive agents to fin-

ish their activities. The social relationship list is to provide

the probable interactive objects for every agent.

The interaction among human beings is usually a very

important factor in the development and evolvement of

emergencies. For example, infectious diseases always spread

among crowds through contact while a panic also trans-

mits among human beings through their communication.

Therefore, the interaction should and must be considered

in emergency management researches. Here we have de-

signed the interaction models. Our life experiences tell us

that interactions among human beings do not happen ran-

domly. If interaction appears between two persons, there

must be some relationship existed between them. For ex-

ample, we would communicate with our families and friends

much more frequently than with strangers. Therefore, we

can use social relationships to design the interaction rules

while different complex network models, which can describe

social relationships, would be used in the interaction models

design. Social relationship list can be completed according

to the network models and the probabilities that an agent

interacts with other agents in its social relationship list can

also be set.

The emergency models describe the emergencies we want

to research, in which the impact mechanism on human be-

ings or environment needs to be considered. Similar to

the agent modeling, we do not need to care about all the

aspects concerning emergencies, but just those which can

bring harm when emergencies happen. Therefore, the dis-

aster elements and the disasters′ evolving processes should

be extracted and modeled, of which the emergency model

is mainly composed.

The purpose of this emergency-management-oriented

agent-based simulation is to explore the change of the phys-

ical states and psychological states when different manage-

ment measures are adopted in different emergencies by sim-

ulating human beings′ behaviors in computers. According

to the simulation results, the optimum management mea-

sures can be found. Therefore, emergency management

models should be constructed and the protection mecha-

nism of these measures should be abstracted so that the

models can control the emergencies in the simulation.

4 Construction of the public-health-

emergency-management-oriented

simulation system

According to the design of the emergency-management-

oriented agent-based simulation system, we have con-

structed a public-health-emergency-management-oriented

simulation system (see Fig. 3) to study the transmission of

infectious diseases. Diseases which spread among crowds by

the air, such as influenza H1N1, can be researched in this

system.

Fig. 3 Structure of the public-health-emergency-management-

oriented simulation system

The simulation system has 3 000 agents, among which

1 440 agents belong to three-person families, 960 agents be-

long to four-person families and 600 agents belong to five-
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person families. The attributes of agents have two parts.

One refers to the physical state properties, including the

susceptible state, the latent state, the symptoms-emerging

state, the recovering state, the recovered state and the dead

state. The other one is agent′s social relationship list pro-

duced by interaction models.

Because the susceptible persons are quite inclined to be

infected with the diseases spreading among crowds through

the air during their contact with infected persons, we can

use the complex network models which represent social re-

lationships among human beings to design the interaction

model. To describe the social relationships among agents

more exactly, we constructed a social relationship network

model which integrates the ideas of both globally coupled

network, random network and scale-free network. Then the

interaction model for every agent is designed according to

this social relationship network. The construction process

of the social relationship network is shown in Fig. 4 and

the degree distribution of the network mentioned above is

shown in Fig. 5. The design principles of the interaction

models are as follows:

1) Social relationships among family members are similar

and the probabilities that they contact with each other are

also similar, so this kind of relationships can be described

by globally coupled network model.

2) People usually have some good friends except their

families and this kind of relationships is also an impor-

tant factor to the transmission of infectious diseases. To

construct these relationships, agents are attached to other

agents, which do not belong to their families, randomly at

the probability 0.04 in this paper.

3) According to the scale-free character of the networks,

if a person has relatively more good friends or family mem-

bers, he will have more social relationships. Though this

kind of relations is not categorized into good friendship,

people still contact with them all the time. Therefore, ac-

cording to the idea of the preferential attachment in the

scale-free networks, we judged for every agent whether he

has the weak ties with the other agents by the probability

P = e−1 × N(i)

n
, in which N(i) represents the number of

social relationships one agent already has and n stands for

the total number of agents.

4) When every agent′s social relationships are con-

structed, the probability of contact between two agents in

every simulation step is set by P ′ = e−1 × N(i)+N(j)
2n

, in

which N(i) and N(j) are respectively standing for the num-

ber of the two agents′ relationships and n represents the

total number of agents.

For the transmission of infectious diseases in the public-

health-emergency-management-oriented simulation system,

the emergency models are actually the infectious diseases

transmission model. What′s more, the diseases which

spread among crowds through the air can be described by

dynamic models such as SIS, SIR, SEIR and SEIRS[16−19].

The main idea of these models is to divide people into sev-

eral categories according to the periods that their physical

states belong to. S means susceptible period; E means

latent period; I means symptoms-emerging period and R

means recovered period. In different periods, the infecting

probabilities are different. Therefore, the transmission sim-

ulation model of infectious diseases can be built according

to these dynamic models. The time that different stages

last for, the infecting probabilities in corresponding stages

and the death rate, which are considered in the model, can

be set in the simulation.

Vaccination and behavior management are two common

measures to be adopted to control the spread of infectious

diseases. Thus the management model in the system mainly

includes the protecting ability of vaccines, an agent list

recording the IDs of agents that take the vaccine, the time

when an agent takes the vaccine and the rules to restrict

human beings′ behaviors.

5 Experiments and results

In the public-health-emergency-management-oriented

simulation system, we assumed one disease which infects

human beings through the air and two transmission exper-

iments about the disease were taken. The settings of the

simulation experiments are as follows:

1) For this disease, people can infect others only when

they are in symptoms-emerging period while the infecting

probability is 0.2. If a person takes vaccine, the infected

probability can be decreased to 0.1.

Fig. 4 The construction process of the agents′ social relationship network model. (The left figure shows the relationships among family

members, the middle figure is the network created by randomly connecting agents based on their family relationships, and the right

figure shows agents preferential attachments based on the relationships the agents already have.)
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Fig. 5 Degree distribution of the social relationship network

2) The latent period obeys the Weibull distribution W (8,

2) while the longest time is seven days. The symptoms-

emerging period starts when symptoms appear and ends

when an infected person accepts treatments in hospital, and

it obeys the Norm distribution N(9, 2).

3) Once a person accepts treatments in hospital, he usu-

ally cannot infect other people. Thus infection during this

period is not considered in this paper.

4) The initially infected person is chosen from the agents

randomly.

5) In this paper, we assumed that this disease can be

cured and the death rate is 0. What′s more, whoever is

recovered can never be infected.

5.1 Comparison experiment

Based on the settings above we used the SEIR model[17]

and developed an epidemic transmission experiment under

the condition that nobody would take any measures to pro-

tect themselves alone. To compare with the mathematical

computation based on statistical data, we have collected

the corresponding simulation data at first and then figured

out the parameters needed. Thus, the dynamic differential

equations of SEIR can be expressed as follows.

dS

dt
= −0.001 391 2S(t)I(t), S(0) = 2 999

dE

dt
= 0.001 391 2S(t)I(t) − 0.138 8 E(t), E(0) = 0

dI

dt
= 0.138 8S(t)I(t)− 0.067 4 I(t), I(0) = 1

dR

dt
= 0.067 4 I(t), R(0) = 0

S(t) + E(t) + I(t) + R(t) = 3 000. (1)

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the agent-based simula-

tion and the mathematic computation. The curves illus-

trate the cumulative infected numbers every day. As shown

in the figure, the final cumulative infected numbers are the

same and the two curves′ shapes are similar. However,

the result of the mathematical computation increases more

slowly than the simulation result, namely that the math-

ematic computation is not able to provide an exact evalu-

ation for the epidemic transmission, which is because the

parameters computed according to the statistical data are

always homogenized. Actually, the data collected are usu-

ally not sufficient and accurate enough, so the mathematic

computation can only supply a simple and round specula-

tion of the epidemic transmission. What′s more, the effects

of the control measures are so difficult to be quantified and

considered in the differential equations that it is hard to

research the control measures using the mathematic com-

putation approach. However, for the agent-based simula-

tion, as long as the models are corrected, the evaluation for

the epidemic transmission will be corrected, the transmis-

sion process can be observed, and the control measures can

also be modeled to show the control effects in the simula-

tions. Therefore, the agent-based simulation approach is

a more reasonable approach to study the emergencies and

emergency managements.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the agent-based simulation and mathe-

matical computation

5.2 Epidemic control experiments

To research how to control the epidemic, we continue to

develop an epidemic transmission experiment under the fol-

lowing two conditions that nobody would take any measures

to protect himself alone and all the people have taken vac-

cines at the beginning of the simulation. The experiment

results are shown in Fig. 7.

From the figures, we could find that with vaccines having

taken, the total number of sick persons and newly infected

every day is much smaller while compared with the situ-

ation when no measures had been taken to protect them-

selves. However, under such conditions, the transmission

duration is much longer while the total number of the in-

fected is similar. There are two reasons for it. On the

one hand, the infection rate of the infectious disease is so

high and the vaccine can only supply finite protection for

human beings, which means that the infecting rate is not

decreased that much by the vaccine and the disease can still

spread among crowds slowly. On the other hand, because

the infected persons can get immune to this disease after
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being cured, the transmission will come to an end when the

infected are all cured. It can be concluded that as some

vaccines cannot supply enough protection for human be-

ings, almost all the persons would still be infected when

one disease with a high infection rate breaks out if people

do not change their behaviors to decrease the probabilities

to contact with others. Therefore, besides the vaccination,

people′s behavior management should also be considered

to decrease their probabilities of contacting with each other

and also to control the transmission of infectious diseases

better.

Actually, people will not only take vaccines but also re-

duce their contact with others when an infectious disease

breaks out. What′s more, the government will also take

some measures to decrease people′s contact with others.

For example, the Chinese government ordered schools, malls

and some other public facilities to be closed to fight against

SARS in 2006, which has surely slow down the transmis-

sion of the disease, but has also disturbed humans′ normal

life which led to masses of losses. To learn more about the

influence of this assumed infectious disease when people′s

behaviors are restricted to different degrees, we set the con-

tact probability as P ′′ = e−1 × N(i)+N(j)
(2+0.1×deg)n

, in which N(i)

and N(j) are respectively standing for the number of rela-

tionships the two agents have, n represents the total num-

ber of agents, and deg represents the strength degrees of

the management. The bigger the degree is, the lower the

possibility of the agents to interact with each other will be.

In our experiment, people were restricted to fifty different

degrees, namely deg = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 50.

In Fig. 8 duration of the transmission and the total num-

ber of the infected at the fifty different control levels are

shown, in which y-axis shows the duration of the trans-

mission and the number of the infected, and x-axis shows

the different control levels. The bigger the number in x-

axis is, the lower the probability people contact with each

other would be. From Fig. 8 (b) we can see that as the

management gets more stringent, the number of infected

persons decreases. In Fig. 8 (a) the transmission duration

increases when peoples′ contact probability is slightly re-

duced, but obviously drops down when the probability fur-

ther decreases to some degree, and from then onwards, how-

Fig. 7 Simulation experiment results. (a) and (b) are respectively the percent of persons who are sick and newly infected every day

when nobody takes any measures to protect themselves; (c) and (d) are respectively the percent of persons who are sick and newly

infected every day when all the people take vaccines.
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Fig.8 Experiment results when people′s behaviors are restricted in different degrees. (a) shows the relation between duration of the

transmission and control levels and (b) shows the relation between the number of infected persons and control levels.

ever, the change of duration again becomes flat even if the

probability continues to decrease. When an infectious dis-

ease breaks out, we always hope that the duration is short

and the number of the infected persons is small. However,

the stricter the management is, the heavier economic losses

that are inflicted on the society. Therefore, we can only take

some appropriate management measures to restrict people′s
contact with others and the simulation system can help us

to make a reasonable choice.

5.3 Experiments of adjustable parameters

The public-health-emergency-management-oriented sim-

ulation system can support manifold settings by altering

parameters. In this paper, we only altered the infecting

probability while the other parameters which are set in the

beginning are fixed. After simulating, the percentages of

sick people every day under different infection probabili-

ties when nobody took any measures to protect themselves

alone were researched and the results are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Percentages of persons who are sick every day under dif-

ferent infecting probabilities

From the results we can see the effects of infecting prob-

abilities on epidemics transmission, namely that the higher

the infecting probability is, the more heavily an epidemic

spreads among the crowds. Specifically, when the infect-

ing probability is higher than 0.2, nearly all the people will

be infected and the higher infecting probability causes the

transmission more quickly, namely that more people can be

infected during a shorter period. Moreover, the relationship

between the infecting probability and how heavily the epi-

demics would spread among the crowds is not linear. From

the peak values of being infected, we could infer that this

relationship should be exponential.

6 Conclusions

This paper researches emergency management using

the agent-based simulation method.According to the ACP

approach, the emergency-management-oriented simula-

tion system was designed and a public-health-emergency-

management-oriented simulation system to research the

transmission of infectious diseases was realized. The sys-

tem provides a platform to develop experiments for emer-

gency management researches. This experiment-based idea

settles two problems in mathematic computation. One is

that many factors in an emergency are very hard to be

expressed mathematically and the other is that many pa-

rameters are very difficult to be quantified. With the devel-

opment of computer technology and understanding of the

emergencies, the simulation systems will be more and more

credible, and thus, researches based on the systems will be

more reasonable.

Furthermore, several simulation experiments were devel-

oped. The comparison experiment shows that the agent-

based simulation approach is indeed more reasonable than

the mathematic computation approach while studying the

emergencies and emergency managements. From the ob-

tained results of epidemic control experiments, we have got

some simple conclusions: to slow down the spread of the

disease, when the infectivity of a disease is too strong and
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vaccines cannot supply human beings with enough protec-

tion, contact behaviors among people should be restricted.

The optimum control strategies can be find out by the simu-

lation experiments. Finally, the effects on epidemics trans-

mission caused by the infecting probability, which is one

adjustable parameter, are studied. Although we only dis-

cussed one parameter, performances of the simulation sys-

tem have still been presented. At the same time, the feasi-

bility of the simulation method for emergency management

researches, and the usability of the simulation results to

make a scientific decision to reduce the harm from emer-

gencies are also validated.

We will do more researches in the following two directions

in the future. Firstly environment models will be considered

and the relationships between people and environments will

be studied. Secondly the social relationship network model

for agents will be improved to make it more authentic.
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